Human Resources (HR) is partnering with PageUp to develop a unified talent management system for Auburn University. This system is called TigerTalent and will include five process workflows:

- **Position and Job Descriptions:** TigerTalent provides easy access for creating, updating, classifying, and reclassifying thousands of position and job descriptions. No more paper position questionnaires or descriptions!

- **Applicant Tracking:** TigerTalent delivers user-friendly posting and application functionality and search committee support, providing visibility throughout the recruitment process.

- **Onboarding:** From offer acceptance to new hire orientation and beyond, TigerTalent offers welcoming and individualized onboarding, which fosters new employee engagement and retention.

- **Performance Management:** TigerTalent facilitates clarity in planning and communicating performance expectations, supports effective coaching and feedback during the performance year, and provides a pathway for meaningful rewards and recognition because of successful performance outcomes. No more paper review forms!

- **Learning Management:** TigerTalent integrates learning opportunities, including 24-7 online courses, with job responsibilities, training and certification requirements, career aspirations, and performance expectations, while maintaining current and accurate transcripts of learning success.

Coming soon: Additional information on [www.auburn.edu/hr](http://www.auburn.edu/hr)